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Abstract

In recent years, deep learning moves video-based Con-
tinuous Sign Language Recognition (CSLR) significantly
forward. Currently, a typical network combination for
CSLR includes a visual module, which focuses on spatial
and short-temporal information, followed by a contextual
module, which focuses on long-temporal information, and
the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss is
adopted to train the network. However, due to the limita-
tion of chain rules in back-propagation, the visual module
is hard to adjust for seeking optimized visual features. As a
result, it enforces that the contextual module focuses on con-
textual information optimization only rather than balancing
efficient visual and contextual information. In this paper,
we propose a Self-Mutual Knowledge Distillation (SMKD)
method, which enforces the visual and contextual modules
to focus on short-term and long-term information and en-
hances the discriminative power of both modules simultane-
ously. Specifically, the visual and contextual modules share
the weights of their corresponding classifiers, and train with
CTC loss simultaneously. Moreover, the spike phenomenon
widely exists with CTC loss. Although it can help us choose
a few of the key frames of a gloss, it does drop other frames
in a gloss and makes the visual feature saturation in the
early stage. A gloss segmentation is developed to relieve
the spike phenomenon and decrease saturation in the vi-
sual module. We conduct experiments on two CSLR bench-
marks: PHOENIX14 and PHOENIX14-T. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate the effectiveness of the SMKD.

1. Introduction

As spoken language in speaking-hearing person’s daily
conversation, sign language plays the most important role
for hearing-impaired person’s communication. Sign lan-
guage is used by millions of people all over the world.
Different to spoken language, sign language conveys mean-
ing by manual elements (e.g., hand configuration) and non-
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed SMKD method. With the
help of the shared-classifier, the visual and contextual modules are
attempted to align the features at gloss level. This makes the two
modules focus more on spatial-temporal information. To explore
the short-term temporal information, a gloss segmentation is pro-
posed into the visual module.

manual elements (e.g., facial expressions) [24], and has
its own vocabulary and grammar. These characters make
speaking-hearing person hard to understand sign language.
Automatic Sign Language Recognition (SLR) provides a
bridge to overcome this gap.

Different to the video-based isolated SLR, which rec-
ognizes a gloss-wise clip into its corresponding gloss (i.e.,
written words that represent signs), video-based Continuous
Sign Language Recognition (CSLR) is a much more com-
plicated task that aims to translate a sign language video
into its corresponding sign gloss sequence. Due to the enor-
mous cost of creating frame-level annotations, most CSLR
dataset only has sentence-level annotations, and researchers
often treat video-based CSLR as a weakly supervised prob-
lem [6, 3]. This further increases the difficulty of the task.
To address these problems, some recent works [6, 26] adopt
a deep network to deal with the video-based CSLR. The net-
work consists of a visual module to extract the short-term
spatial-temporal information of the input sequence and fol-
lowed by a contextual module to encode the long-term con-
textual information. To train the designed network, the Con-
nectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [9] loss is used
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to search the alignment between extracted features and the
corresponding labeling.

However, end-to-end training makes the visual module
hard to learn effective visual features as the penalty is hard
to conduct from the contextual module [26, 34]. This makes
the contextual module tends to over fit on the contextual
information like sequential order of sign action instead of
seeking optimize visual information [3]. Representation
power of visual module isn’t explored enough. Meanwhile,
limited scale of the datasets makes network’s performance
decrease quickly on test set. To exploit the visual module’s
potential, some works [6, 35] propose to learn explicit vi-
sual features by optimizing the visual module directly with
an auxiliary task, and these enhancements on the visual fea-
tures optimization improve the generalization ability of the
whole network. However, it is not a good choice to train vi-
sual module independently as that will lose the cooperation
between visual and contextual modules as shown in [22].

In this study, we aim to enforce the contextual module to
focus more on the visual information and strengthen the dis-
criminative capability of the visual module to ensure power-
ful visual features. To achieve this, we propose a knowledge
distillation method named Self-Mutual Knowledge Distil-
lation (SMKD) that lets the visual module and contextual
module share the weights of their corresponding classifiers
and perform the CTC training simultaneously. The SMKD
is inspired by two facts: 1) the CTC loss can be viewed
as an iterative softmax loss, as shown in [19]; 2) according
to [27], the classifier weight vector can be treated as a proto-
type of their respective class, and they can be used to guide
the feature learning of the network with softmax loss. Based
on these two facts, the weights of the visual and contextual
modules are shared initially to enforce them to produce fea-
tures as consistent as possible. With the feature alignment
at the gloss level, the discriminative power of the visual fea-
tures is enhanced, and the contextual module is enforced to
focus more on the visual feature sequence.

In addition, as CTC loss will bring the spike phe-
nomenon [19, 8], which causes only a few key frames con-
tribute to final result and makes the visual module lose its
discriminative power for the other frames. To explore the
short-term temporal information which is depressed dur-
ing CTC constrained training, we further propose to add
a gloss segmentation into the visual module, where the
pseudo gloss segment label is produced by a proposed Gloss
Segment Boundary Assignment (GSBA) algorithm. Bene-
fiting from the above mechanism, the weight vector of each
gloss can feed more spatial-temporal information into the
contextual module for better generalization capability. An
overview of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.

Notably, we will decouple the weight matrix sharing be-
tween the two modules during the final training stage to
relax the constraints on the contextual module, and make

it focuses on long-term temporal information. We conduct
extensive experiments on two CSLR benchmarks to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the SMKD. In summary, the ma-
jor contributions of our work are as follows:

• A SMKD method is proposed to enforce the visual and
contextual module to focus more on spatial-temporal
information, and it also can strengthen the discrimina-
tive power of both modules simultaneously.

• A gloss segmentation is developed to relief the spike
phenomenon caused by CTC constraint and decrease
saturation in visual module during the model training.

2. Related work
2.1. Continuous Sign Language Recognition

The learning process of recent works [6, 3, 23] can be
summarized on three aspects: feature extraction, recog-
nition, and alignment. Most of feature extraction of re-
cent CSLR systems are composed of the visual module
(Conv2D [23], Conv2D+Conv1D [6, 3] or Conv3D [34,
26]) and contextual module (RNN [6] or Transformer [23,
2]). For each input sequence, the visual module encodes
short-term spatial-temporal information into visual features.
Then taking the visual features as input, the contextual mod-
ule encodes long-term context information into context fea-
tures. Based on the extracted features, the classifier can
get a posterior probability for each frame for the recogni-
tion. Since the video streams are continuously in CSLR,
the alignment module is required to find the proper align-
ment between clips and glosses to ensure the training pro-
cedure. Methods like [17, 18, 15] align the video frames to
glosses by applying Viterbi search on the Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). While some others [6, 3] adopt the CTC
constraint, where a soft full-sum alignment is calculated as
the final training objective.

However, just as some works have discovered, end-to-
end training cannot fully exploit the deep neural network of
high complexity [6, 23]. Some works address this problem
by adding an auxiliary loss. For example, Cui et al. [6] uses
the pseudo labels produced by the contextual module to su-
pervise the visual module, and Cheng et al. [3] proposes a
Gloss Feature Enhancement (GFE) module to improve the
quality of visual features. Benefiting from the enhancement
of the visual features, the whole module’s generalization
ability is also improved. Different to the above methods, we
propose a SMKD method to strengthen the discriminative
power of both modules by sharing weights between visual
and contextual modules for better feature extraction.

2.2. Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation (KD) is an effective learning
method to transfer the knowledge from teacher model to
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Figure 2. Flowchart of proposed SMKD. The procedure consists of visual extraction with a 2D-CNN+1D-CNN (visual module) and
contextual integration with a BiLSTM (contextual module). The visual and contextual modules share the weights of their corresponding
classifiers, and train with CTC and gloss segmentation simultaneously. Note that, only the predicted sequence from the contextual module
contributes to recognition during the inference stage, as shown in the dashed line blocks.

a student model, which is achieved by providing a soft tar-
get [11] or directly inheriting the teacher’s classifier [7, 28].
However, as shown in [32], there are two problems in naive
knowledge distillation: low efficiency on knowledge trans-
fer and difficulty in designing a proper teacher model. To
solve these problems, Zhang et al. [32] proposed the idea
of self-distillation that distill the knowledge from a model
itself to enhance the generalization performance. Besides,
some works [33, 31] propose to dispense with the teacher
altogether, and allow an ensemble of students to teach each
other, which is called mutual-distillation. In this work, we
propose treating the different modules of the model as mul-
tiple student networks and achieving knowledge transfer by
sharing their corresponding weight matrix.

3. Self-Mutual Knowledge Distillation
A SMKD method is proposed to exploit the power of vi-

sual module and relieve the overfitting problem. We first
present the framework and formulation of the proposed
method (Sect. 3.1). Then, we revisit the CTC loss (Sect. 3.2)
and give details of weight sharing which promote visual
module’s contribution (Sect. 3.3). After that, we show the
spike phenomenon and its drawback in Sect. 3.4, followed
by a proposed solution of adding gloss segmentation to en-
force the visual module provide visual features in more
frames (Sect. 3.5). At last, we propose a three-stage opti-
mization approach for the network’s training (Sect. 3.6).

3.1. Framework and Formulation

Given an image sequence X =
{
xt ∈ Rh×w×c

}T

t=1
with T images, the CSLR aims to learn a mapping that
transform the image sequence to its corresponding gloss la-

bel sequence l = {li ∈ G}Ni=1 with N glosses, where G
is the gloss vocabulary. To model the mapping, the pro-
posed method contains three components as mentioned in
Sect. 2.1. The structure of proposed method is presented in
Fig. 2 and the details are as follows.
Feature Extraction. The visual module Ev is formed by
a 2D-CNN and 1D-CNN, which encode spatial and short-
term temporal information, respectively. After that, we get
the Local Visual Features (LVFs):

V =
{
vt ∈ Rd

}T̂

t=1
⇒ vt = Ev

([
xt−r/2, ...,xt+r/2

])
,

(1)
where T̂ = T/δ represents the temporal duration of LVFs, δ
is the downsampling rate and r denotes the temporal recep-
tive filed of the visual module. For the contextual module
Eg , a two layers BiLSTM is utilized to encode the visual
information provided by the visual module and store the
long-term context information with an internal state. Then,
the Global Contextual Features (GCFs) are obtained:

G =
{
gt ∈ Rd

}T̂

t=1
⇒ gt = Eg

([
v1, ...,vT̂

])
. (2)

Recognition. Similar to the A-softmax loss [20], we nor-
malize the classifier’s weights W and ignore its bias term
(i.e., ∥wi∥ = 1, bi = 0). Given a learned feature vector ft,
the logit of ft at class c is got as:

zct = wc · ft = ∥ft∥ cos θct , (3)

where Z =
{
zt ∈ R|G|+1

}T̂

t=1
is the logits before the soft-

max activation function and θct denotes the angle between
wc and ft. Based on the similarity between extracted fea-
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ture and weight vector, the network get the predict proba-
bility of glosses as:

Ŷ = softmax (z) =
{
ŷt ∈ R|G|+1

}T̂

t=1
. (4)

Alignment. To align the predicted gloss sequence with the
target gloss sequence, we adopt the CTC loss for alignment.
The following parts of this section will elaborate on the
CTC and its training process in detail.

3.2. Revisiting the CTC Loss

CTC is a popular sequence learning algorithm, which de-
codes the sign gloss sequence from the probability distribu-
tion Ŷ by introducing a blank label as an assistant token.
Define a path π = {πt}T̂t=1 , πt ∈ G ∪ {blank}. Given the
length T̂ feature sequence F , the conditional probability of
observing a particular path π is calculated as:

p (π|F ) =

T̂∏
t=1

p (πt|ft) =

T̂∏
t=1

ŷπt
t . (5)

To get the final decoded sequence without blanks, CTC
defines a many-to-one function B : (G ∪ {blank})T̂ →
G≤T̂ , which removes the repeated labels and blanks. The
probability of the sign gloss sentence l decoded by CTC is
the summation of the probabilities for all possible paths as:

p (l|F ) =
∑

π∈B−1(l)

p (π|F ). (6)

The CTC loss function is calculated as the negative log
probability of correctly labelling the sequence:

LCTC

(
l, Ŷ

)
= − ln p

(
l|Ŷ

)
. (7)

The CTC loss can be reinterpreted as an iterative soft-
max loss, which produces the pseudo ground truth proba-

bility distribution Y =
{
yt ∈ Rk

}T̂

t=1
and pseudo labels

c = {ct = argmax (yt)}T̂t=1 for input sequence iteratively.
After getting the pseudo ground truth y, the CTC loss will
behave the same gradient backpropagation with the softmax
loss. Per [19] results, we have:

∂LCTC

(
l, Ŷ

)
∂z

=
∂LCE

(
Y , Ŷ

)
∂z

=
∂
∑T̂

t=1 yt log ŷt

∂z
.

(8)
where LCE represents the cross-entropy loss. The same gra-
dient backpropagation makes some observations about the
softmax loss [27, 29] are also fit for the CTC loss. Specifi-
cally, the learned classifier’s weights can be treated as class-
wise prototypes. Given the pseudo ground truth Y , the CTC
loss will optimize the similarity between training samples

and classwise prototypes, maximizing the intra-class simi-
larity as well as minimizing the inter-class similarity.

According to the observations in [19] and the relation-
ship between features and weights mentioned above, the
training process of the network with the CTC loss can be
summarized as: Given a frame’s feature ft, the CTC loss
will produce a pseudo ground truth probability distribution
yt and assign a pseudo label c for it initially. In such a way,
the ft will be treated as a class-relevant feature of class c,
so the similarity between ft and wc will increase. With the
update of W and F , the network will update the assignment
for each frame until convergence. After that, the probability
of pseudo label yct for each frame will be increased gradu-
ally, and the training of the network will carry on with the
convergent assignment.

3.3. Sharing the Weight Matrix

As the contextual module learns from all the frame in-
formation, it tends to “remember” all the signing sequences
in the training set instead of learning the glosses indepen-
dently. This leads to an overfitting issue during training as
shown in [3]. Based on the above analysis of the network’s
training process with CTC loss, we propose an Weight Shar-
ing (WS) method that shares the same classifier’s weights to
instruct the feature learning of the visual module and con-
textual module and relief the overfitting issue. There are
two insights for this operation:

1) Given a gloss c, assume the LVF vc and GCF gc cor-
responding to it are passing two virtual classifiers Cv

and Cg to produce prediction. Although the two clas-
sifiers most likely are different, they should keep the
same tendency, i.e., ∥Cg (g

c)− Cv (v
c)∥ → 0. Once,

we release the model to unified classifier on these two
features, then we have an equivalent ∥gc − vc∥ → 0.
With the feature alignment at the gloss level, this will
enforce the visual module to enhance visual feature
extraction, and restrict the contextual module to focus
more on the short-term spatial-temporal information.

2) The visual and contextual modules can be treated as
two student networks, they construct a general weight
matrix, which balances the contributions from these
two modules, for their feature learning.

Specifically, the LVFs V and the GCFs G will pass the
same classifier, and get the predict probability distributions
Ŷv and Ŷg , respectively. Then, we use the CTC loss to train
the whole network. The overall objective LWS becomes:

LWS = LCTC

(
l, Ŷg;W

)
+ α · LCTC

(
l, Ŷv;W

)
, (9)

where α is the tunable hyper-parameter that balances the
contributions between the visual and contextual modules.
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Figure 3. The heatmap of the LVFs’ and GCFs’ self-similarity matrices and the similarity matrix between the LVFs and the GCFs (the
darker color represents the higher similarity).

3.4. Visualizing the Similarity Matrix

To explore the property of the features af-
ter sharing the weights, we select an instance
(01April 2010 Thursday heute default-0, more exam-
ples are shown in the supplement material) in PHOENIX14
training set and compute the frame-to-frame self-similarity
(the cosine-similarity between the features) matrices of
the LVFs and GCFs, and the similarity matrix between
the LVFs and GCFs. Then the heatmaps of the obtained
matrices are visualized and shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3(c), a strong correlation between a GCF of the
key frame and the LVFs of the adjacent frames can be ob-
served. That is to say, the GCF of a key frame focuses
the LVFs near it. Considering the visual module learns the
glosses independently due to less sentence-level supervi-
sion, the contextual module attempts to learn the glosses
by paying more attention to visual information instead of
“remembering” all the signing sequences by using the full-
frame information.

Both Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show that, either the LVFs or
the GCFs have the property of local similarity. Moreover,
in Fig. 3(b) the GCFs of some frames have significant dif-
ferences from other. Meanwhile, we find that all of these
frames are predicted as non-blank classes, while others are
predicted as the blank class. There are two reasons for this
phenomenon:

1) The spike phenomenon, which widely exists during
training with CTC loss, still happens when using WS.

2) As the visual and contextual modules have different
receptive fields, the spike phenomenon influences the
feature learning of the contextual module and visual
module at different scales.

The contextual module has a larger receptive field which
allows it to aggregate the global context information in one
moment. Correspondingly, the visual module only has a

local receptive field, which causes only a few key frames to
contribute to the result and makes the visual module lose its
discriminative power for the other frames.

3.5. Gloss Segment Boundary Assignment

To enhance the utilization of short-term spatial-temporal
information, an effective way is to increase the proportion
of the non-blank class-relevant features. So a gloss segmen-
tation is added into the visual module, where the pseudo
gloss segment label is produced by a proposed GSBA al-
gorithm. Below the proposed GSBA algorithm will be de-
scribed in detail.

The proposed GSBA algorithm is based on two assump-
tions: 1) For a given image sequence X , each frame xt

respond to a class ct ∈ l, where l is its corresponding sign
gloss sequence; 2) The pseudo label produced by the CTC
can be viewed as a single-frame supervision [21] for gloss
segmentation. Similar to the CTC, the GSBA will itera-
tively produce the gloss segmentation proposal during the
training of the visual module. Specifically, each key frame
is treated as an anchor frame. Given an anchor frame at time
t, which corresponding class is ca. An expanded radius d is
set to limit the maximum expansion distance firstly (d in-
creases with iteration). Then, we annotate the past frame
from t− 1 to t− d frame and the future frame from t+1 to
t+ d frame, separately. If the cosine similarity between the
GCF of the current expanding frame and the weight vector
of ca is the largest among the classes cj ∈ l, this frame will
be annotated with the label ca. Otherwise, we will stop the
expansion process (the pseudo-code is shown in the supple-
ment material). This method’s runtime is almost linear to
different glosses in the whole dataset, which is the size of
all gloss sequences. So it is fast to produce the gloss seg-
ment label. The visualization of pseudo gloss segment label
produced by GSBA with d = 1, 2, 3 is shown in Fig. 4.

With the produced segment labels Y seg , a gloss segmen-
tation is added for the visual module. And a softmax loss
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Figure 4. From top to bottom are the spike phenomenon and the
pseudo gloss segment labels produced by GSBA with d = 1, 2, 3
(different colors represent different classes).

with label smoothing [30] is used for the gloss segmenta-
tion. The overall objective L becomes:

LGSBA =LCTC

(
l, Ŷg

)
+ αLCE-LS

(
Ỹ seg, Ŷv

)
, (10)

where LCE-LS represent LCE with label smoothing and ỹseg

denotes the smoothed labels.
Moreover, as the segment labels are produced from the

contextual module’s prediction, the GSBA can be treated as
an extension of hard KD, as it can adjust the spiking ratio.
In such a way, a many-to-one alignment between the LVFs
and GCFs is built at the temporal level.

3.6. Optimization Approach

As the context information is also critical to the recogni-
tion task, the weight matrix sharing between two modules
should be decoupled during the final training stage to re-
lax the constraints on the contextual module. Therefore,
a three-stage optimization approach, which contains syn-
chronous training stage, gloss segmentation stage and de-
couple training stage, is proposed for training as shown in
Fig. 5. The three-stage optimization approach includes 1)
sharing the weight matrix of the visual module and contex-
tual module to enforce them focus more on the short-term
temporal information; 2) adding a gloss segmentation task
for the visual module to enhance the utilization of the short-
term temporal information; 3) decoupling the weight matrix
to make the contextual module focuses on long-term tempo-
ral information.

4. Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method on the two CSLR datasets. We first detail the
experimental settings (Sect. 4.1). Then we perform ablation
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Figure 5. Illustration of the three-stage optimization approach we
proposed, which consists of three stages: synchronous training
stage, gloss segmentation stage, and decouple training stage.

studies on Sect. 4.2. Finally, we compare SMKD with other
state-of-the-art methods (Sect. 4.3).

4.1. Experiment Settings

Dataset. Two public datasets: RWTH-PHOENIX-
Weather-2014 (PHOENIX14) and RWTH-PHOENIX-
2014-Weather-T (PHOENIX14-T) are selected for this
study.

PHOENIX14 [16] is a popular German sign language
dataset collected from weather forecast broadcast, There
are 6, 841 sentences signed by 9 signers (around 80, 000
glosses with a vocabulary of 1, 295 signs). All videos are
of 25 frame per second with the resolution of 210 × 260.
The dataset is divided into three parts: 5, 672 instance for
training, 540 for development, and 629 for testing.

PHOENIX14-T [4] can be treated as an extension to the
PHOENIX14. It contains parallel sign language, gloss an-
notations, and translations, making it available to evaluate
both SLR and Sign Language Translation (SLT) tasks. The
dataset has a vocabulary of 1, 085 signs and is also divided
into three parts: 7, 096 instance for training, 519 for devel-
opment, and 642 for testing.
Evaluation Metric. For video-based CSLR, we use Word
Error Rate (WER) as the metric, which is defined as the
minimal summation of the substitution (#sub), insertion
(#ins), and deletion (#del) operations to convert the rec-
ognized sentence to the corresponding reference sentence
(#reference):

WER =
#sub +#ins +#del

#reference
. (11)

Implementation Details. For both datasets, the frames are
resized to 256 × 256 and then cropped to 224 × 224. Dur-
ing training, we use random crop and horizontal flip (50%)
for data augmentation. During testing, we only adopt cen-
ter cropping. Let Ck, Pk denote a temporal convolutional
layer with k (= 1024) filters, and a temporal max pool-
ing layer with stride k, respectively. The visual module is
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Table 1. Ablation studies on the effectiveness of the weight nor-
malization (WN) on the PHOENIX14.

Methods WN Dev (%) Test (%)
Baseline 24.3 25.4
Baseline ✓ 24.1 24.7

Baseline+WS 21.4 21.9
Baseline+WS ✓ 21.2 21.4

composed with a 2D Resnet18 [10] pre-trained on the Ima-
geNet and a C5 − P2 − C5 layer as a default setting. Batch
normalization [13] is added after each convolutional layer
to accelerate training. The contextual module contains two
BiLSTM [12] layers with 2×512 dimensional hidden states.
After feature extraction stage, the classifier cast the feature
channel number to |G| + 1. The model is trained with a
batch size of 2 using the Adam optimizer [14] with an ini-
tial learning rate η = 10−4. Each model is trained for 100
epochs and halves the learning rate at 40, 60, and 80. The
gloss segmentation task is activated after epoch 30, and the
gloss segmentation proposals are updated every 10 epoch.
The initial d is set to 1, and then plus one every 20 epoch.
The label smoothing rate is set as 0.2. For the decouple
training stage, we train the network for 10 epochs and use
the Adam optimizer with learning rate η = 4× 10−6.

4.2. Ablation studies

In this section, ablation studies are conducted to demon-
strate the effectiveness of SMKD. The network only with
the CTC loss in contextual module is selected as the base-
line. For a fair comparison, experiments are all performed
on the PHOENIX14.
Effects of the weight normalization. As shown in Table 1,
adding the weight normalization during the recognition can
improve the performance in both baseline and baseline add
WS, especially on the test set. As mentioned in [20], the
norm can be treated as a kind of prior. Therefore, the nor-
malization of weight wi plays an important role in deal-
ing with an unbalanced dataset, such as PHOENIX14. We
adopt the weight normalization as the default setting for the
following experiments.
Different way to construct the weight matrix. To study
the impact of α in Equation (9) we test different α values
and the result is shown in Fig. 6. The result shows that, as
the α increases, the performance will improve first and then
decline. We suppose that to achieve better performance, the
visual module and contextual module need to reach a certain
balance. Among the selected α, the optimal α is 0.5 for the
Dev set and the Test set. In addition, we also test different
ways to construct the general weight matrix, i.e., only use
LVFs, GCFs (freeze W when backpropagating the gradient
computed by the GCFs or LVFs) and use both of them. The
results are shown in Table 2. The performance of only LVFs
is superior to only GCFs, while using both of them achieves

Figure 6. Ablation studies on the different α values on the
PHOENIX14.

Table 2. Ablation studies on the different way to construct weight
matrix on the PHOENIX14.

Dev (%) Test (%)
only GCFs 22.4 22.9
only LVFs 22.1 22.5

GCFs & LVFs 21.2 21.4

Table 3. Ablation studies on the different KD methods on the
PHOENIX14.

Methods Dev (%) Test (%)
Baseline 24.1 24.7

Baseline+KD 23.2 23.6
Baseline+WS 21.2 21.4

Baseline+GSBA 21.5 22.0

relatively better performance. Unless stated, we select α =
0.5 as the default setting in the next experiments.
Comparison with general KD. To show the effectiveness
of the our proposed KD methods: WS and GSBA (ex-
tension of hard KD), we compare them with general KD
method [11], i.e., using the soft probability distribution pro-
duced from the contextual module to guide the training of
the visual module. Then, the overall objective L becomes:

LKD =LCTC

(
l, Ŷg

)
+ LCE

(
Ŷg/τ, Ŷv/τ

)
, (12)

where τ = 8 denotes the temperature. The results are
shown in Table 3, where both SMKD and GSBA perform
better than KD. As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the spike phe-
nomenon has a different influence on the visual and contex-
tual modules, the soft target produced from the contextual
module is composed of a lot of spiking and will mislead the
visual module’s training.
Comparison with different optimization approaches To
clarify the effectiveness of our proposed optimization ap-
proach, we evaluate the performance in different stages in
Table 4. Note that, baseline+dec train means the visual
and contextual modules have independent classifiers dur-
ing total training process. We can observe that the per-
formance of dec train is inferior to the sync train. This
suggests that with the WS constraint, the contextual mod-
ule can better utilize the visual information. The base-
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Figure 7. Similarity matrix between the LVFs and GCFs after the
gloss segmentation stage.

line+sync train+dec train means the visual module will not
perform the gloss segmentation task, the performance is not
affected too much as the network has tended to be stable.
Using the gloss segmentation task will introduce more vi-
sual information to improve the performance. Moreover,
after the dec train, the contextual module can select the use-
ful visual information and then further promote the perfor-
mance to achieve the best WER (Dev: 20.8, Test: 21.0).
As shown in Fig. 7, we also visualize the similarity matrix
between the LVFs and GCFs after performing the gloss seg-
mentation stage. With the gloss segmentation, the GCF of a
key frame will focus on more LVFs nearby it.

Table 4. Ablation studies on the optimization approaches
on the PHOENIX14 (sync train: synchronous training stage,
gloss segment: gloss segmentation stage, dec train: decouple
training stage).

baseline
sync
train

gloss
segment

dec
train Dev (%) Test (%)

✓ 24.1 24.7
✓ ✓ 22.0 22.4
✓ ✓ 21.2 21.4
✓ ✓ ✓ 21.0 21.3
✓ ✓ ✓ 20.9 21.3
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 20.8 21.0

4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-arts

In this section, we present thorough comparison with
other state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods on the two datasets
mentioned in Sect. 4.1.
Evaluation on PHOENIX14. Table 5 shows our approach
compared to other methods on the PHOENIX14. The WER
of our SMKD method on the development set and testing
set are 20.8% and 21.0%, respectively, and achieves SOTA
performance for RGB-based methods. Furthermore, while
we do not use any extra clues, our model achieves compa-
rable results among the models trained with extra clues.

Table 5. Performance comparison (%) on PHOENIX14 (symbol *
represents using the extra clues), ’del’ and ’ins’ stand for deletion
error and insertion error, respectively.

Methods Dev (%) Test (%)
del/ins WER del/ins WER

SubUNet [1] 14.6/4.0 40.8 14.3/4.0 40.7
Staged-Opt [5] 13.7/7.3 39.4 12.2/7.5 38.7
Align-iOpt [26] 12.6/2.6 37.1 13.0/2.5 36.7
DPD+TEM [34] 9.5/3.2 35.6 9.3/3.1 34.5

Re-Sign [18] - 27.1 - 26.8
SFL [23] 7.9/6.5 26.2 7.5/6.3 26.8
DNF [6] 7.8/3.5 23.8 7.8/3.4 24.4
FCN [3] - 23.7 - 23.9
VAC [22] 7.9/2.5 21.2 8.4/2.6 22.3
CMA [25] 7.3/2.7 21.3 7.3/2.4 21.9
SFL [23] 10.3/4.1 24.9 10.4/3.6 25.3
DNF [6]* 7.3/3.3 23.1 6.7/3.3 22.9

STMC [35]* 7.7/3.4 21.1 7.4/2.6 20.7
SMKD (ours) 6.8/2.5 20.8 6.3/2.3 21.0

Table 6. Performance comparison (%) on PHOENIX14-T (v:
video, m:mouth, h:hand, t:text, f:face, p:pose).

Methods WER
Dev (%) Test (%)

SFL (v) [23] 25.1 26.1
CNN+LSTM+HMM (v) [15] 24.5 26.5

SLT (v) [2] 24.9 24.6
FCN (v) [3] 23.3 25.1

CNN+LSTM+HMM (v+m) [15] 24.5 25.4
CNN+LSTM+HMM (v+m+h) [15] 22.1 24.1

SLT (v+t) [2] 24.6 24.5
STMC (v+h+f+p) [35] 19.6 21.0

SMKD (v) 20.8 22.4

Evaluation on PHOENIX14-T. In Table 6, we evaluate our
approach on the PHOENIX14-T. We can observe that our
approach also achieves the best performance (Dev: 20.8%
and Test: 22.4%) with video information only.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a SMKD method to enforce the

visual and contextual modules optimizing simultaneously in
the initial stage of training to avoid the drawback of back-
propagation, and decoupling the two modules in the late
stage. To deal with spike phenomenon caused by CTC con-
straint, and utilize more visual information, we propose to
add an additional gloss segmentation to enhance the visual
module. To train the SMKD, we propose a three-stage opti-
mization approach. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed method achieve state-of-the-art performance on two
benchmark datasets. Sign language recognition is a typ-
ical spatial-temporal sequence problem, and the proposed
SMKD can further extend to other similar tasks.
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